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Abstract :  In today's world, everything is associated together by means of Internet, So it has been genuinely said that an Internet 

turns into an imperative piece of human life. Be that as it may, two-third of total populace still doesn't have an Internet Access. 

Project Loon is concocted by Google for giving Internet Access to rustic and remote zones. It is ballon powered internet for 

everybody. The project is set in stratosphere at an elevation of 20 miles(32km). The project utilizes high-elevation ballon to make 

ethereal remote system with the speed of 3G. Project Loon is a network of different ballons traveling at the edge of space. This 

paper presents information  about the “Project Loon for all” technology. 

 

IndexTerms - Stratosphere, Envelope, Equipment, Solar Panels. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Project Loon is created by Google for permitting Internet access to rustic and remote zones like towns and so forth.  

     Project Loon inflatables are in the stratosphere. In stratosphere there are different layers of wind. In the stratosphere, the breeze 

streams different way at variable speed. Loon ballonsmay go in various ways. To deal with this, inflatables are raised or slid into a 

layer of blowing wind's bearing of movement. The inflatables are kept up at a situation by altering their elevation. For this reason 

related information is acquired from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) which predicts climate 

condition and cautions about risks. To drift inflatable to another breeze layer, the coveted speed and bearing breeze layer is 

recognized from gotten information. Clients need uncommon web radio wire appended to their working with a specific end goal 

to get to administration to the inflatable system. The flag goes from inflatable to expand inside a system and spans to ground 

based station associated with an Internet specialist co-op (ISP) lastly it comes to onto worldwide web.  

     Loon uses to enhance correspondence amid and after catastrophic events or a compassionate emergency. Amid an emergency, 

availability is extremely critical in light of the fact that data in itself is truly lifesaving. Here the key idea is an arrangement of 

high-elevation inflatables climbs to the stratosphere and makes an aeronautical remote system .The innovation composed in the 

undertaking could enable nations to abstain from utilizing costly underground foundation. 

    This monstrous venture may incorporate an arrangement of around 2,00,000 towers in India alone even however India has 

exceeded expectations in various segments, regardless it hasn’t ready to give Internet offices to all. Tech giants like Facebook and 

Google are ceaselessly dealing with its pilot mission of giving Internet to all sides of the earth, in this way helping the world to 

associate each other. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Recent years, Google x has propelled awesome ventures, including google ramble for conveying items, self driving auto, google 

watch android wear, google glass and task identified with neural systems. These days everybody utilize advanced mobile phone. 

Barely any years prior, no one has anticipate that the versatile will turn into a vital part. Everybody having web on there advanced 

cells for training reason or surfing. Yet, there are numerous cost challenges. Likewise there are ground difficulties, for example, 

wildernesses, mountains for web availability. Project Loon is produced for the arrangement of this difficulties. Google chose to 
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give web to the people groups through inflatables. Project Loon furnish fast web with less cost for those people groups who can't 

utilize the web on account of numerous issues. 

 Simply envision how Wikipedia, Facebook, Twitter and other overwhelming sources sites would take care of 4.5 billion 

more horde of individuals go on the web and start contributing. As of late, Google declared its most current undertaking: Project 

Loon. It would like to improve the web's impact by giving web to everybody on the planet through a progression of hot air 

inflatables with appended switches. At the point when Google's executive, Eric Schimdt reported in April that "For each 

individual on the web, there are two who are most certainly not. Before the decade's over, everybody on Earth will be associated," 

nobody would have speculated that this strong articulation would be done by Google X, the division in Google responsible for 

Project Loon.[1] 

 New Zealand was the main nation where the Loon expand was actualized effectively, and the innovation has been embraced in 

Brazil and California up until this point. Undertaking Loon is under path in Sri Lanka at the present time.[2] 

 

Figure 1: The Balloon Network: Communicating with each other and with the antennas on ground. 

III. HOW  DO LOON WORKS? 

Project Loon works on open Radio Frequency Bands. Solar energy and Wind energy are the primary wellsprings of energy to 

project loon. This makes sense of use as it is powered by natural sources of energy. Google X engineers studied balloon Science 

from NASA. To associate with the Google Balloon network, the the primary necessity is to have a special internet antenna at 

ground. A Google Balloon can cover an region of 100s of square kilometers making more number of individuals to connect at once 

as well as service is access to the large distance. 

 

Figure 2: Balloon Navigation. 

IV. LOON TECHNOLOGY 

This specific venture keeps away from a usage of fiber cable for the rapid of a web. Most of the hardware's utilized as a part of 

this loon can be reused and recycled and can be reasonable with minimal effort. So this venture won't influence the earth and safe 

to utilize. 

The ballon has three requirements: 

 Envelope 

 Solar Panels 
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 Equipment or Electronics 

 

Figure 3: Design of Loon 

 Envelope: 

The inflatable piece of balloon is made of sheets of polyethylene plastics, which is around 3 mil or 0.076 mm thickness. It 

shapes the inflatable envelope. At the point when loaded with Helium, it stands 15m (49 ft) wide and 12m (39 ft) tall, on 

full expansion. They are enduring than customary climate balloons. These are super weight expands and have a most 

extreme life time of 55 days. At the point when a balloon is to be hauled out of administration, first we need to discharge 

the gas in the balloon. This is accomplished with the usage of a custom pneumatic machine framework, which is utilized 

to discharge air from or direct into the inflatable in an intermittent way for controlled descendent. Sadly, if the balloons 

drops rapidly or when the balloon is to be chosen of system securely, we utilize a parachute which is settled at the highest 

point of the envelope. 

 Solar Panels: 

This is the wellspring of giving energy to balloon. It sits amongst envelope and equipment. The solar panel structured in 

array form. Array of solar panels provide power to each unit of electronics. In full sun, these panels get completely 

charged and create around 100 Watts of energy. This much power is sufficient to keep the unit in benefit mode while 

charging a battery for use during the evening. Sun is a wellspring of vitality which gives sustainable power sources like 

breeze and sun oriented by utilizing these sources Project Loon is equipped for control itself. 

 Equipment or Electronics or Control Box: 

 It can be called as box containing the balloon's electronic gear lies underneath solar panels. It is by all accounts like the 

container that is conveyed by a hot air balloon. We can state Equipment is a control framework for balloon.  

This box contains: 

 Electric circuit sheets that control the framework, 

 radio antennas are utilized to speak with different ballons and Internet antennas on the ground, 

 furthermore, batteries as a power reinforcement to store sun oriented power with the goal that the ballons can 

work amid the night too. 

V. MISSION OF PROJECT  LOON 

 No internet to the high speed internet for everyone. 

 Many of Indians as well as the small villages and towns are unable to enjoy the benefits of the internet due to some or 

the other reason. 

 For this reason Google launched the PROJECT LOON. 
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 Slow internet to Fast. 

 Sometimes even after having the internet speed is a big issue. 

 For this our aim is to bring the high speed internet. 

VI.  FOCAL POINTS  OF PROJECT  LOON 

 It is savvy. The cost is relatively lower. 

 It enhances correspondence amid fiasco. 

 It utilizes sustainable power source assets and in this way accessible all circumstances and at all spots. 

 It is quick and proficient and more dependable than abnormal association. 

VII.  HINDRANCES  OF PROJECT  LOON 

 Hardware disappointment is the most serious issue. 

 It cannot be utilized as a substitution of satellite correspondence. 

 It is confined by range direction. 

VIII.  CONCLUSIONS 

As each innovation has a few advantages and disadvantages loon additionally has cons however pros overweight the cons. The 

innovation outlined in the undertaking loon could enable nations to abstain from utilizing costly fiber link so it to enable clients to 

interface with the Internet without underground link establishment. There are remarks in the support of project loon which indicates 

positive reaction towards the new innovation. In conclusion I can state extend crackpot is better when contrasted with Wi-Fi. It is 

particularly valuable in a debacle for correspondence. In future, it will be useful in instructive fields with less cost. I trust loon 

could serve more no of individuals and interfaces remote and country territories individuals for speaking with each other after 

disasters. So I figure it would be awesome Success of Project loon in Future. 
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